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Abstract— Twitter as one of the most important microblogging
online social networks has attracted more than 200 million
users in recent years. Although there have been several
attempts on characterizing the Twitter by using incomplete
sampled data, they have not been very successful to estimate
the characteristics of the whole network. In this paper, we
characterize Twitter by sampling from its social graph and
user behaviors through a random walk based sampling
technique called Respondent-Driven Sampling (RDS). To the
best of our knowledge, for the first time RDS method and its
estimator are used in order to obtain uniform unbiased
estimation of several key structural and behavioral properties
of Twitter. We compared the performance of the proposed
method with other sampling methods such as MetropolisHasting Random Walk (MHRW) and sampling from active
users (Timeline) against the uniform sampling (UNI). In order
to gather the required data, we have implemented four
independent crawlers. Our experimental results indicate that
the RDS method exhibits lower estimation errors to the sample
in- and out- degree distribution compared to MHRW and
Timeline. We also show that RDS is more suitable to sample
the followers vs. followings ratio, and the correlation between
followers/followings vs. tweets.
Keywords- Twitter, Online Social Network, Sampling,
Crawling, RDS, MHRW, Public Timeline, Uniform

I.
INTRODUCTION
Twitter is the most popular microblogging Online Social
Network (OSN). Currently Twitter has attracted more than
200 million users worldwide. The primary way of
communication in Twitter is sending messages, called tweets
(text-based messages shorter than 140 characters). Twitter
users usually post many tweets about their daily activities.
Users may subscribe to other author’s tweets that is known
as following, and subscribers are known as followers. By
default, the tweets are public and everybody can see them,
but a user may limit this feature so that only his/her
followers can read his/her tweets. The Twitter network can
be conceptualized as a directed graph, with the vertices of
the graph representing the users and the directed edges of the
graph representing the relationships (follower or following)
between the users.
In recent years, a considerable amount of research has
been done on the analysis of Twitter network characteristics
[1], [2], [3], [4]. This studies range from the calculation of
simple measurement summarizing structural properties, such
as degree distribution to the extraction of complex relational

patterns, such as followers vs. following ratio. One of the
most difficult aspects in the characterization of the Twitter
networks is its large size. In particular, size is an insuperable
challenge for modeling this network, simulating its
dynamical behavior or extracting common structural
properties. The data that the most studies use to characterize
Twitter is collected by a sampling method and it’s only a
portion of the Twitter network (contrary to what could be
done [1] in 2007). The network resulting from such
measurements may be thought of as a sample from the large
Twitter network. These studies assert that characteristics of a
sampled network graph are indicative of the same
characteristics for the whole network graph. For instance, the
properties for Twitter’s social network such as degree
distribution presented in [1], [2] and the characterization of
Twitter users in [5], [4] are, in fact, the properties of the
sampled graph, not the properties of the original graph. Such
problems can be compensated for in many cases by using
appropriate estimators [6].
The goal of this paper is to investigate the utility of
various sampling methods for characterizing Twitter.
Random Walk (RW) is a practical method to sample the
social graphs by asking a user to identify several neighbours
(for instance, followers in Twitter), one of whom is selected
at random to be the next user, with the pattern continuing for
a number of steps [7]. However, this method introduces a
considerable selection bias [8].
In this study, we propose the use of Respondent Driven
Sampling (RDS) for Twitter which is a RW-based sampling
method in contrast to the Metropolis-Hasting Random Walk
(MHRW) [3]. MHRW modifies the probabilities of next user
selection in ordinary RW in order to have the uniform
stationary distribution for visiting each user. This technique
has been used for sampling from Twitter [3], Facebook [8],
and Peer-to-Peer networks [9]. On the other hand, RDS uses
the unmodified ordinary RW method to sample from a
graph, but it corrects the selection bias by re-weighting the
sampled values [10], [11], [12]. In the context of network
sampling, this method has been used for Facebook [8], a
variety of synthetically generated graphs [13], peer-to-peer
networks [9]. We also collect a sample via the public
timeline to sample currently active Twitter [3], [5], [4]. This
sampling method has been used in most previous studies to
characterize Twitter. We call this method Timeline.
Moreover, we consider the UNI method [8] to collect a
uniform sample by querying randomly generated user IDs.
We use this sample as ground truth to evaluate other

sampling techniques [8]. Such method can be costly when
the user IDs space is sparse [14].
To the best of our knowledge, in this paper for the first
time, we use the RDS method for sampling from the Twitter
network and estimating its characteristics. Moreover, we use
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov D-statistic to quantify the
estimation error in MHRW, RDS and Timeline methods in
comparison to the UNI method. In terms of results, we show
that the accuracy of the RDS method for estimating the inand out-degree distribution of the Twitter network is more
than other methods. In addition, our empirical evaluations
reveal that RDS outperforms MHRW and Timeline to
estimate a number of user behavioural patterns including
followers vs. followings ratio, correlation between followers
and tweets, and correlation between followings and tweets.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II
discusses the related work. Section III describes the sampling
techniques. Section IV summarizes the data collection
process and the data sets. Section V provides a
characterization of some key Twitter properties based on the
aforementioned sampling techniques. Finally, section VI
concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Graph sampling methods in network context are
somewhat distinct from classical sampling methods. Random
Walk (RW) [15] is one of the most important and widely
used sampling methods in different kind of network contexts
such as uniformly sampling Web pages from the Internet
[16], content density in peer-to-peer networks [13], [9], [17],
[18] degree distributions of the Facebook social graph [8]
and large graphs in general [19]. An ordinary RW samples a
graph by moving from a vertex, x, to a neighboring vertex, y,
through an outgoing edge, { , } , chosen uniformly at
random from x’s neighbors. By this process edges and
vertices are sampled. The probability of selecting the next
vertex determines the probability that vertices are sampled.
In any given connected and non-bipartite graph G, the
probability of being at a vertex x converges at equilibrium to
the stationary distribution ( ) =
( ) / 2| |, where
( ) and are the degree of vertex x and are the set
of edges of the network graph. Thus, the ordinary RW is
biased towards vertex with higher degree.
Metropolis Hasting technique [20] can be used to modify
the probabilities of the vertex selection in RW in order to
have the uniform stationary distribution for visiting each
vertex ( ( ) = 1/| |). This technique is a general Markov
Chain Monte Carlo method [21] for sampling from
probability distributions based on constructing a Markov
chain that has the desired distribution as its stationary
distribution. This approach, known as Metropolis-Hasting
Random Walk (MHRW), has been applied to peer-to-peer
networks [9], Facebook [8], and Twitter [22].
Alternatively, one can use the unmodified ordinary RW
method to sample from a graph and correct the degree bias
by re-weighting the sampled values. RDS method presents
an approach to correct the bias [10]. Estimating the
probability of visiting each vertex in RDS is based on a

Markov Chain representation of the sampling process [11].
RDS method is an approach in the field of social sciences to
sample and inference in hard-to-reach populations such as
injection drug users [23]. In these populations, a sampling
frame for the target population is not available. Sampling
from online social network such as Twitter is analogous to
the sampling of hidden population in the social sciences. In
the context of graph sampling, RDS method has been used
for Facebook [8], a variety of synthetically generated graphs
[13], and Peer-to-Peer networks [9]. In this paper, we use
RDS and MHRW as two methods which provide unbiased
estimation of the network characteristics.
In some previous studies about the characterization of
Twitter, the dataset was gathered via the two other
techniques, namely the public timeline (to sample currently
active user) [3], [5], [4] and BFS [2], [3], [4]. However, the
estimation error in these methods has not been analysed so
far for arbitrary graphs. Moreover, BFS leads to bias towards
high degree vertices [24]. In this study, we use mainly the
public timeline as a baseline for comparison.
III. SAMPLING METHODS AND ESTIMATORS
In general, there are two approaches for constructing and
analyzing samples of networks in different fields; the graph
sampling and the model based sampling.
Graph sampling can be categorized into two sub-groups
according to the amount of available information about the
network graph [19]; the coarse graining methods and graph
exploration methods. In the coarse graining methods [25],
the graph of network can be observed initially (i.e., the
sampling frame is available), and its focus is on development
of a smaller sub-graph of a network such that the sub-graph
keeps at least some of the most relevant properties of the
original network. In order to achieve this goal, most existing
techniques are based on the idea of either grouping nodes
together or removing some nodes. These techniques are very
common in the statistical physics literature. On the other
hand, reducing the network complexity by graph sampling
may cause some information about the initial network to be
lost. In the second sub-group, graph exploration techniques,
the graph of network is unknown initially, except for some
limited number of nodes (i.e., no sampling frame is
available). The focus of these techniques is on deriving
sample statistics for characteristics measured at each node of
the sub-graph sample (e.g., node degree). Graph sampling
techniques in this sub-group are based on the graph
exploration methods, such as Random Walk. For unbiased
estimation of the characteristics of an unknown network,
traditional statistical inference has to be modified by
assigning the appropriate weights to the values observed at
each node in the sample. These techniques are very common
in sociology and computer science.
The techniques in the second approach are model-based
[26]. Here, we initially consider a probability model with
unknown parameters for the target network. The focus of the
techniques in this approach is to use the observed samples
from the network to estimate the model parameters, and to
extract the network characteristics based on this model. The
main challenge in this approach is to specify probability

models that adequately incorporate structures of the target
network. Model-based approaches are very common in
mathematics and statistics.
In Twitter Characterization, we assume that the graph of
network is unknown initially. The objective of the network
sampling in this study is not statistical inference about the
parameters of a network model, but is extracting sample
statistics for measured characteristics. Therefore, our focus
in this paper is on the graph exploration methods. In the
following, we describe various sampling methods and their
corresponding approach to estimate characteristics of the
Twitter network.
A. Metropolis Hastings Random Walk (MHRW)
As we mentioned earlier, an ordinary RW samples a
graph by moving from a vertex, x, to a neighboring vertex, y,
through an outgoing edge { , } , chosen uniformly at
random from x’s neighbors. In each iteration of the MHRW
method, as a Random Walk (RW) based sampling method,
the walk selects the next vertex y uniformly at random
among the neighbours of the current vertex x and then accept
this selection with probability min(1, degree(x)/
degree(y)), in which the degree(x) is the number of x’s
neighbors. Otherwise it stays at x. Therefore, the transition
probability to vertex y is given by [27], [8]:
P(x, y)
=

1
degree(x)
⎧
min 1,
degree(x)
degree(y)
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

1−

0

P(x, y)

if y neighbor of x

if y = x

otherwise

(1)

This selection mechanism provides a way to sample
nodes from the uniform distribution , with (x) = 1/| |.
Thus, when the sample (sequence of sampled vertices x ) has
been collected, we use sample mean x = 1 ∑ x as an
estimator and estimate the measured characteristic by the
values observed in the sampled graph.
B. Respondent-Driven Sampling (RDS)
RDS is a new sampling method for hidden populations
that is rapidly gaining in popularity. A population is hidden
when there is no sampling frame, a list of all members we
can sample from, such that samples may only be collected
through iterative referrals from existing samples. RDS can be
presented as Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
importance sampling. The problem of estimating vertex
properties in Twitter social network is analogous to the
sampling of hidden population in the social sciences.
In each iteration of the RDS method, as a Random Walk
based sampling method, the walk selects randomly n (usually
n=3 [28]) neighbours of the current vertex v as the next hop
vertex. When n = 1, RDS is equivalent to the ordinary
random walk. In RDS, vertices with more neighbours in the
graph of network are more likely to be selected [29]. To
adjust for this selection bias, RDS uses the Hansen-Hurwitz
estimator [30], i.e. vertices are weighted inversely

proportional to their network degree (i.e. the number of
neighbours). Specifically, for the Twitter network, we
consider in-degree or the number of followers to weight
observed values. Suppose a stationary RW that has visited
V′ = {x } sequence of sampled vertices. Each vertex is
associated with a label . For instance, a label can be the
number of followers of a user and its corresponding network
characteristic is the fraction of user with followers. Let
contains all vertices x with label . We seek to calculate,
( ) , in the graph of network. The RDS estimator for
( ) is defined to be [12]:
∑ ∈

P(B ) = ∑

∈

( )

( )

(2)

C. TimeLine
If the profile of a user is made public in the Twitter
website, his/her activities appear in the public timeline of the
recent updates. The third dataset used in this paper was
collected by using the public timeline to sample currently
active users. Samples were made by extracting the list of
recent updates in the public timeline and selecting the set of
users associated with the statuses in this list. Then, all
information of these users was collected. Next, the public
timeline was queried again to find the next set of active
users. We call this method Timeline. This process is usually
used in the previous studies for data gathering from Twitter
network [3], [5], [4]. The sample mean was implicitly used
in these studies to estimate the interesting characteristic of
the Twitter. Although, the sample mean used can’t be a valid
estimator for Timeline, we used it in this paper to compare
the Timeline method with the other sampling methods.
D. Uniform Sample (UNI)
Each user profile in Twitter is assigned a unique
numerical ID. Therefore, one can sample users uniformly by
querying randomly generated numerical IDs and discarding
non-allocated IDs (non-existing users). This rejection
sampling [31] guarantees a uniform sampling of the existing
users. We gathered the forth dataset in this study by
generating uniformly random 32-bit user IDs. In general, this
approach can be resource intensive because the ID space is
sparsely populated [32]. We use this method as the ground
truth for assessing the quality of other sampling method. This
process was used in [8] for data gathering from Facebook.
Sample mean is used as an estimator in the UNI method.
IV.
DATA COLLECTION
We have implemented four independent crawlers for
each method, namely RDS, MHRW, Timeline, and UNI,
using the API functions provided by Twitter [33]. The RDS
and MHRW methods start at a randomly selected user. At
each step, the RDS method selects 3 random followings of
the current user to be visited. We let each crawler to collect
data during Sep. 29th to Oct. 12th, 2010 and gathered the full
profile of each visited user, such as name and user ID,
followers, followings, tweets and location. The collected
datasets are summarized in Table I. The MHRW dataset
contains 1881 unique user, which is less than the visited

Figure 1. In- and out-degree distribution estimated by the four sampling methods, namely MHRW (top-left), RDS (top-right), Timeline
(down-left), and UNI (down-right). All plots use log-log scale.

users in other datasets; this is because MHRW may repeat
the same vertex in a walk. For the UNI method, we visited
11006 existing users by using user IDs which were picked
uniformly at random from [0, 232-1].
TABLE I. COLLECTED DATASETS FROM TWITTER BY DIFFERENT SAMPLING
METHODS FROM SEP. 29TH TO OCT. 12TH, 2010
Total

MHRW

RDS

Timeline

UNI

Users

1881

2207

7412

11006

Edges

1880

5955

3171048

205078

Tweets

247233

345045

1342279

124574

V.
CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate all candidate methods
including RDS, MHRW, and Timeline by comparing them to
UNI, in terms of accuracy in estimating the degree
distribution and the user behaviour of Twitter.

A. Degree Distribution
Previous research has revealed that there exist some
common structural properties such as small-world [34],
scale-free [35], and high clustering attributes [36] in many
real-world networks. These attributes have important effects
on the behaviour and dynamical properties of networks [37],
[38]. The pattern of connections between users on a social
network, affect how people learn, form opinions, gather
news, as well as affecting other phenomena, such as the
spread of ideas. Unless we know something about the
structural properties of these networks, we cannot hope to
adequately understand how the corresponding system works.
The degree distribution, ( ) , is one of the most
important structural properties that provides a natural
summary of the connectivity in the graph of the network.
More specifically, ( ) is the fraction of vertices in a
network with degree k. For directed networks there are an
in-degree distribution and an out-degree distribution. Indegree distribution which is the distribution of the number of
followers, and out-degree distribution which indicates the

distribution of the number of followings are shown in Figure
1. As can be seen from this figure, one common aspect of all
the four methods is the broad range over which the in- and
out-degrees in the graphs vary. Both the in- and out-degree
distributions indicate that a significant fraction of Twitter
users have very low number of followers/followings. These
correspond to the inactive members who have abandoned the
Twitter shortly after creating their accounts (i.e., the tourists)
[39] .
We use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov D-statistic, , to
measure the agreement between the degree distribution in
candidate sampling methods (RDS, MHRW, and Timeline)
and UNI method (Table II). The D-statistic is a relative
measure to compare the distribution of the values in the two
datasets [40]. It is defined as D = max {|F’(x) − F(x)|},
where x is over the range of the interested characteristics; F
and ’ are the two empirical Cumulative Distribution
functions (CDfs) of the data. A value of ≤ ∝ corresponds
to no more than ∝ percentage point difference between
CDFs. It is clear that smaller values of indicate better fits
of the sampling distribution to the UNI distribution.
While in the most previous works [3], [5], [4], [41],
MHRW and Timeline methods have been used to
characterize the Twitter network, the RDS method provides
better estimation of the degree distributions compared to
MHRW and Timeline methods, as shown in Table II.
TABLE II. KOLMOGOROV SMIRNOV D-STATISTIC FOR DEGREE
DISTRIBUTION IN THREE CANDIDATE SAMPLING METHODS COMPARED TO
UNIFORM SAMPLING METHOD (UNI)
Distribution

MHRW

RDS

Timeline

In-degree

0.81

0.32

0.78

Out-degree

0.53

0.19

0.71

B. Followers vs. Following ratio
The followers (those who follow you) vs. followings
(those you follow) ratio is an important measurement that
speaks a lot about the behaviour of a Twitter user and is also
a measure of how well the users contributing to the Twitter.
In addition, other users on Twitter may decide whether or not
to follow you based on your followers/following ratio.
If you have 200 followers and you are following 100
people, your ratio is 2:1. A larger ratio means you have more
followers than people you are following. Obviously, a
smaller ratio means the opposite. In general, a ratio of less
than 1.0 indicates that you are seeking information (from
followings), but not getting much attention in return. Such
behavior is typical of spammers, who contact everyone they
can, and hope that some will follow them. Therefore,
spammers have tiny ratios. A ratio of around 1.0 means you
tend to exhibit reciprocity in your relationships, i.e. you are
respected among your peers. A ratio of higher than 1.0
shows that you are a popular person and other users want to
hear what you have to say, and you might be considered as a
leader in your community. For example celebrities have
enormous followers/following ratios.
To compute the dependence between followers and
followings of a user in Twitter, we calculate the spearman

rank correlation ( ) between them [42]. The correlation value
is a number between −1 and 1 with = 1 corresponding to
identical ranking and = −1 corresponding to perfect inverse
correlation. Finally,
= 0 corresponds to uncorrelated
rankings. The statistical significance of r is tested by using
the P-value. The P-value is the probability of getting a
correlation as large as the observed value when the true
correlation is zero.
The value of the calculated correlation gathered from the
crawled data, is 0.21, 0.59, 0.78, and 0.66 for the MHRW,
RDS, Timeline, and UNI sampling methods, respectively.
The corresponding P-value for all correlations is near zero.
Therefore, there exist significant high correlation values for
all sampling methods. This indicates that the more the
number of followings the more the number of followers.
Hence, active users (i.e., those who have many followings)
in the Twitter social networks also tend to be popular (i.e.,
those who have many followers). Moreover, the correlation
for the RDS method is much closer to the correlation value
of the UNI method, compared to the MHRW and Timeline
sampling methods.
The high correlation between followers and followings in
Twitter can be explained by the high number of symmetric
edges. The high symmetry may be due to the tendency of
users to reciprocate edges from other users who point to
them. This process would result in receiving many incoming
edges for active users. Moreover, it validates the results that
we have observed.
Next, we compared the followers and followings of an
individual user in the Twitter social network. Figure 2
illustrates the cumulative distributions of the followers vs.
followings ratio for the four sampling methods. The RDS,
Timeline, and UNI methods show a remarkable
correspondence between followers and followings. However,
the distribution for the MHRW method is markedly
different; most users have considerably higher followers than
followings, while a small fraction of users have significantly
higher followers than followings. We used the D-statistic to
quantify the difference between the distributions for the
candidate sampling methods by considering UNI method as
the ground truth. The values of D for the MHRW, RDS, and
Timeline methods are 0.51, 0.21, and 0.38, respectively.
Therefore, the RDS method is much more suitable for
estimating the followers vs. following ratio than MHRW and
Timeline methods.

Figure 2. CDF of followers vs. followings ratio for all candidate sampling
methods, namely MHRW, RDS, Timeline, and UNI.

C. Correlation between Followers and Tweets
In order to find the relationship between the number of
the followers and tweets of an individual user, the spearman
rank correlation (r) values between these parameters were
calculated (Table III). Our results show significant high
correlations for all sampling methods, i.e. the more the
number of followers the more the number of posted tweets.
Hence, popular users (i.e., those who have many followers)
in Twitter, tend to more participate in tweeting. Perhaps
when a user attracts a relatively large number of readers,
she/he feels obligated to keep them entertained. Most likely,
the more you Tweet the more followers you attract, provided
you actually have something interesting to say. Moreover,
the correlation values for the MHRW, RDS, and UNI
methods are close to each other ( ≈ 0.50). It is also shown
that the Timeline method has the highest correlation value (
= 0.72).

D. Correlation between Followings and Tweets
Similarly, we calculate the correlation between the
number of the followings and tweets of an individual user in
Twitter (Table III). The results show significant high
correlations between followings and tweets for all sampling
methods, i.e. the more the number of followings the more the
number of posted tweets. Hence, active users (i.e., those who
have many followings) tend to participate more in Twitter.
Moreover, the correlation values for the MHRW, RDS, and
UNI methods are close to each other (r is in the range of 0.4
to 0.5).

TABLE III. THE SPEARMAN RANK CORRELATION BETWEEN THE
FOLLOWERS/FOLLOWINGS AND THE POSTED TWEETS (T HE CORRESPONDING
P-VALUE FOR ALL CORRELATION IS NEAR ZERO.)
MHRW

RDS

Timeline

UNI

Tweets and Followers

0.56

0.50

0.72

0.53

Tweets and Followings

0.45

0.41

0.51

0.52

Figure 3 shows the CDF of tweets vs. followers ratio for
all four sampling methods. About 15% of selected users in
UNI do not have any followers. Moreover, in the distribution
for the Timeline method, most of the users have considerably
higher tweets than the followers, while a small fraction of
them have significantly higher tweets than followers. In
addition, it is shown that the RDS, Timeline, and UNI
methods have different distributions; about 50% of users
have higher tweets than followers, others have lower tweets
than followers. Furthermore, Figure 3 illustrates that the
distribution of the tweets vs. followers ratios for UNI as
ground truth is best matched by the RDS method. The values
of D-statistic are 0.23, 0.18, and 0.56 for the MHRW, RDS,
and Timeline, respectively. These results show that the RDS
and MHRW methods are more suitable for estimating the
tweets vs. followers ratio than the Timeline method.

Figure 4. CDF of tweets vs. followings ratio for all candidate sampling
methods includes MHRW, RDS, Timeline, and UNI.

Figure 4 shows the CDF of tweets vs. followings ratio for
all four sampling methods. About 10% of the selected users
in UNI do not have any followings. Moreover, in the
distribution for the MHRW and Timeline methods, most of
the users have considerably higher tweets than followings,
while a small fraction of them have higher tweets than
followings. In addition, it is shown that the RDS and UNI
methods have different distributions; about 60% of users
have higher tweets than followings, while others have lower
tweets than followings. Furthermore, Figure 4 shows that the
distribution of the tweets vs. followings ratios for UNI, as
ground truth, is best matched by the RDS method. The
values of D-statistic are 0.46, 0.18, and 0.65 for the MHRW,
RDS, and Timeline, respectively. These results show that the
RDS method is more accurate than the competing sampling
methods for estimating the tweets vs. followings ratio.
VI.

Figure3. CDF of tweets vs. followers ratio for all candidate sampling
methods includes MHRW, RDS, Timeline, and UNI.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have presented RDS as a powerful
technique for sampling from the Twitter network. The
performance of the RDS method was compared with
MHRW, Timeline, and UNI (as uniform sampling) methods
by gathering the required data by implementing four
different types of crawlers. The results of our analysis
revealed that RDS outperforms the competing sampling
methods. It performed remarkably better in estimation of the
in- and out-degree distribution (closer performance to the
uniform sampling). It was also more efficient in terms of
accuracy for sampling the followers vs. followings ratio and
the correlation between followers/followings and tweets. In
our future work, we would focus on the sampling from
disconnected/connected components of the Twitter network
by using multiple random walks.
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